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Abstract

An important problem for secure group communication is key distribution. Most of the centralized group key management
schemes employ high rekeying cost. Here we introduce a novel approach for computation efficient rekeying for multicast key
distribution. This approach reduces the rekeying cost by employing a hybrid group key management scheme (involving both
centralized and contributory key management schemes). The group controller uses the MDS Codes, a class of error control
codes, to distribute the multicast key dynamically. In order to avoid frequent rekeying as and when the user leaves, a novel
approach is introduced where clients recompute the new group key with minimal computation. This approach ensures forward 
secrecy as well as backward secrecy and significantly reduces the rekeying cost and communication cost. This scheme well suits
wireless applications where portable devices require low computation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ANY group-oriented and distributed applications need
security services which includes key management. Such
applications need a secure group key to communicate
their data. This brings importance to key distribution
techniques. For group-oriented applications, multicast is
an essential mechanism to achieve scalable information
distribution. Multicast describes communication where
information is sent from one or more parties to a set of
other parties. In this case, information is distributed from
one or more senders to a set of receivers, but not to all
users of the group. The advantage of multicast is that, it
enables the desired applications to service many users
without overloading a network and resources in the server.
Security is essential for data transmission through an
insecure network. There are several schemes to address 
the unicast security issues but they cannot be directly
extended to a multicast environment. In general,
multicasting is far more vulnerable [4, 5, 6] than unicast
because the transmission takes place over multiple
network channels. A more difficult and challenging issue
arises due to the multicast group membership being
dynamic. Users can leave and join the groups, thus
making the issue of group management more difficult in
large-scale systems. Also we need to provide Forward
Secrecy and Backward Secrecy. One of the most
important issues in Multicast Security is the Group Key
Management. Group key management, which is
concerned with generating and updating secret keys, is
one of the fundamental technologies to secure such group
communications. Key management facilitates access
control and data confidentiality by ensuring that the keys
used to encrypt group communication are shared only
among legitimate group members. Thus, only legitimate
group members can access group communications. The

shared group key can also be used for authentication.
When a message is encrypted using the group key, the
message must be from a legitimate group member. To
prevent these problems, the following two security criteria
are important for the group key distribution in secure
multicast communication. Forward secrecy: If a person
has left a group, the departed member cannot decrypt
encrypted messages transmitted after the leaving.
Backward secrecy: If a person joins a group, he cannot
decrypt encrypted messages transmitted before the
joining. The process for achieving forward and backward
secrecy requires redistributing the group key. This process
is called group rekeying [7][13].

There are three types of group key management
schemes. In centralized key management, such as, group
members trust a centralized server, referred to as the key
distribution center (KDC), which generates and distributes
encryption keys. In decentralized schemes, the task of
KDC is divided among subgroup managers. In
contributory key management schemes, group members
are trusted equally and all participate in key establishment
[8][12][14].

In this paper, we study how a multicast group key can
efficiently be distributed in computation. In this a
centralized key management model is used where session
keys are issued and distributed by a central group
controller (GC), as it has much less communication
complexity, when compared to distributed key exchange
protocols. The group controller uses the communication,
computation and storage resources for distributing the
session key to the group members. The main problem
here is how the resources can be used to distribute the
session key. This is referred to as group key distribution
problem. There are two approaches that are generally
used for distributing the session key to the group of n
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members. The first approach is that the group controller
GC shares an individual key with each group member.
That key is used to encrypt a new group session key. In the
second approach the group controller shares an individual
key with each subset of the group, which can then be used
to multicast a session key to a designated subset of group
members. This approach has less communication,
computation and storage complexity when compared to
the other approach.

For a multicast group with large number of members
key-tree-based approach is used. This approach
decomposes a large group into multiple layers of
subgroups with smaller sizes. Using this approach
communication complexity is reduced, but the storage and
computation complexity is increased.

In this paper, the main aim is to reduce the rekeying
cost. A new novel approach for computation efficient
rekeying for multicast key distribution is introduced. This
approach reduces the rekeying cost by employing a hybrid
group key management scheme and also maintains the
same security level without increasing the communication
and storage complexity. In this scheme, session keys are
encoded using error control codes. In general encoding
and decoding using error control code reduces the
computation complexity. Thus, the computational
complexity of key distribution can be significantly reduced.

II. RELATED WORKS 

A. Computation-Efficient Multicast Key Distribution

An important problem for secure group communication
is key distribution. In this paper, a new multicast key
distribution scheme[10] is introduced whose computation 
cost is significantly reduced. This scheme employs MDS
Codes, a class of error control codes, to distribute
multicast key dynamically. This reduces the computation
load of each group member. When this scheme is used
with key-tree-based schemes, it provides much lower
computation complexity which also maintains low and
balanced communication complexity and storage
complexity for secure dynamic multicast key distribution.

In key distribution scheme, a basic operation is to
distribute a piece of secret data to a small group of n
members, where each shares a different key with the GC.
In the existing schemes, this is done by n encryptions,
followed by n unicasts. In the new scheme, this is done by
using one erasure decoding of certain MDS code, followed
by one multicast to all n members. This is the basic key
distribution scheme of key distribution that is used in this
paper. This scheme can be integrated into any key
distribution scheme, especially the schemes based on key
trees, to reduce the computation cost. The multicast group
that is used can have n members.

B. Iolus:AFramework for Scalable Secure Multicasting

Iolus approach [2] proposed the notion of hierarchy
subgroup for scalable and secure mulitcast. In this
method, a large communication group is divided into
smaller subgroups. Each subgroup is treated almost like a
separate multicast group and is managed by a trusted
group security intermediary (GSI). GSI connect between
the subgroups and share the subgroup key with each of
their subgroup members. GSIs act as message relays and
key translators between the subgroups by receiving the
multicast messages from one subgroup, decrypting them 
and then remulticasing them to the next subgroup after
encrypting them by the subgroup key of the next subgroup.
The GSIs are also grouped in a top-level group that is
managed by a group security controller (GSC)see Figure 
1. Although Iolus has improved the scalability of the
system, because the member join or leave only affect their
subgroup only while the other subgroup will not be
affected. It has the drawback of affecting data path. This
occurs in the sense that there is a need for translating the
data that goes from one subgroup, and thereby one key, to
another. This becomes even more problematic when it
takes into account that the GSI has to manage the
subgroup and perform the translation needed. The GSI
may thus becomes the bottleneck.

Fig. 1. Secure Distribution Tree

C. Logical Key Hierarchy

The logical key hierarchy (LKH) [11] is an efficient
approach that supports dynamic group membership. This
method was proposed by Wallner et al. and Wong et al.
individually. Waller et al. discussed binary trees and Wong
et al. discussed the generalized case - key graphs, but the
implicated ideas in their method is identical – to convert the
cost of communication from linearly to logarithm with the
group size of n. In this approach, the group controller (GC)
maintains a logical key tree where each node represents a
key encryption key (KEK). The root of the key tree is the
group key used for encrypting data in group
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communications and it is shared by all users. The leave
node of the key tree is associated with a user in the
communication group. Each user secretly maintains the
keys related to the nodes in the path from its leaf node to 
the root. We call the set of keys that a member knows the
key path. Figure 2 shows a sample of key tree. When a
member leaves the group, all the keys that the member
knows, including the group key and its key path, need to be
refreshed. When a member joins the group, GC
authenticates the member and assigns it to a leaf node of
the key tree. The GC will send the new member all the keys
from his/her corresponding leaf node to the root. The main
reason for using such a key tree is to efficiently update the
group key if a member joins or leaves the group.

Fig. 2. Logical Tree structure 

D. Secure Group Communication Using Key Graphs

The key graph approach [3] assumes that there is a
single trusted and secure key server, and the key server
uses a key graph for group key management. Key graph is
a directed acyclic graph with two types of nodes: u-nodes,
which represent users, and k-nodes, which represent
keys. User u is given key k only when there is a directed
path from u-node u to k-node k in the key graph. Key tree
and key star are two important types of key graph. In a key
tree, the k-nodes and u-nodes are organized as a tree. Key
star is a special key tree whose tree degree equals the
group size. Key star is the basic key graph approach. In a
key star, every member has two keys: the individual key
and the group key. In a key tree, the root is the group key,
leaf nodes are individual keys, and the other nodes are
auxiliary keys.

A key tree is a rooted tree with the group key as root. A
key tree contains two types of nodes: u-nodes containing

user?s individual keys, and k-nodes containing the group

key and auxiliary keys. A user is given the individual key
contained in its u-node as well as the keys contained in the
k-nodes on the path from its u-node to the tree root.

Consider a group with 9 users. In this group, user u9 is
given the three keys on its path to the root: k9, k789, and 
k1- 9. Key k9 is the individual key of u9, key k1- 9 is the
group key that is shared by all users, and k789 is an
auxiliary key shared by u7, u8, and u9.

E. Batch Rekeying For Secure Group Communication

In spite of the efficiency of the key tree approach,
individual rekeying, i.e., rekeying after each join or depart
request, has two major drawbacks:

Inefficiency: In the open multicast mode, the rekeying 
messages have to be signed for authentication purpose to
prevent a compromised group member from sending
messages.Ahigh rate of join/depart requests may result in
performance degradation, as the signing operation is
computationally expensive.

Out-of-sync problem between keys and data: If the
delay in rekeying message delivery is high and the rate of
join/depart requests are frequent, a member may need to
have a large amount of memory space to store the
rekeying and data messages that cannot be decrypted.

Batch rekeying [1] usually falls into two categories:
rekeying after a fixed time period or rekeying after a fixed
number of members have joined/departed the group. A
point to be noted is that batch rekeying provides a trade-off
between performance and security. Since the GC does not
perform rekeying immediately, a departing member will
remain in the group longer, and a joining member has to
wait longer to be accepted to the group.

Join/depart requests that are collected during a period
of interval, called the rekey interval, and they are rekeyed
in a batch. Doing so not only alleviates the above issues, 
but it also reduces the number of group rekeying events.
Furthermore, the number of rekeying messages that
needs to be multicast to the group can be much smaller
than the number of rekeying messages that would be
generated if each membership change is to be processed
individually, due to the overlapping in paths from the leaf
nodes to the root.

III. OUR CONTRIBUTION 

For a dynamic multicast group, a session key is issued
by Group Controller (GC). The Group Controller uses this
session key to establish a secure multicast with the
authorized group members. When new members join or
leave the group, the GC reissues the new session key to
the authenticated group members. This ensures security
of the current session and that of the old sessions. That is
the newly joined members cannot recover the
communications of the old sessions, and the old members
who left the group cannot access the current session. Thus
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the forward secrecy and backward secrecy is maintained 
for the group communication is maintained.

The complexity of the rekeying operation changes
when new members join the group and old members leave
the group. When a new member join the group, the GC
multicast the new session key encrypted by the current
session key to all the current members, followed by a
unicast to the new member to send the new session key
encrypted by a predetermined encryption key shared
between the GC and the new member. Thus, with low
computation cost and communication cost a new member
can join the group. However, when an old member leaves
the group , the current session key cannot be used to
convey the new session key securely, since it is known to
the old member.

In key distribution scheme, a basic operation is to
distribute a piece of secret data to a small group of n
members, where each shares a different key with the GC.
In the existing schemes, this is done by n encryptions,
followed by n unicasts. In the new scheme, this is done by
using one erasure decoding of certain MDS code, followed
by one multicast to all n members. This is the basic key
distribution scheme of key distribution. This scheme is
integrated into any key distribution scheme, especially the
schemes based on key trees, to reduce the computation
cost. The multicast group that is used can have n
members.

The basic scheme[10] consists of three phases:

1. Generation of MDS codes and encoding the session 
key by the group controller 

2. Multicasting the session key encoded MDS code, and 

3. Retrieving the session key from the MDS code by 
individual members of the group. 

A. Generation of MDS codes and encoding the session 
key by the group controller 

In this functions that is used to create MDS codes by 
the group controller is initialized by the group controller
and new member joins the group.

1) Initializing functions that is used to create MDS codes 
by the group controller[10]

The group controller makes both the MDS Codes C and 
the one-way hash function H public. 

2) Member Initial Join[10] 

When a new member i is authorized to join the
multicast group for the first time, the GC sends it a pair (ji ,
si ) using a secure unicast, where si is a random element 

and ji is a positive integer satisfying ji≠jk for all k?s , where

k is a current member of the multicast group. The pair (ji , si
) is called as seed key denoted by Si and is kept in the

GC?s local database.

3) Rekeying[10] 

Whenever some new members join or some old 
members leave a multicast group, the Group Controller
needs to distribute a new session key to all the current
members. After an old member leaves, the GC needs to
distribute a new key to n remaining members to achieve
both forward and backward secrecy of the session key. In
this the group controller GC executes the rekeying process
and sends the key to the client and when the authorized
member of the group receives a message from the group
controller, it can decode the key that is send to it by the
group controller.

1. The GC randomly chooses a fresh element r in F, which
has not been used to generate previous keys.

2. In the remaining group of n members, for each member i
of the current group with its seed key (ji , si ), the GC
constructs an element Cj , in GF(q) : Cji = H(si + r), where +
is simple combining operation in F.

3. Using all Cj „s in the above step, GC construct code word
c of the (L,n) MDS code C: Set the ji th symbol of the code
word to be Cji.. Using an erasure decoding algorithm for C ,
calculate the n corresponding message symbols m1,
m2,... mn.

4. The GC sets the new session key k to be the first
message symbol m1: k=m1.

5. The GC multicasts r and m2, m3..... mn. 

B. Multicasting the session key encoded MDS code 

Here the group controller multicasts „r? and m2, m3..... 

mn to the current group of „n? members. 

Fig. 3. Rekeying-GC's Operations 

C. Retrieving the session key from the MDS code by 
individual members of the group 

Upon receiving r and m2, m3..... mn from the GC, an
authorized member i of the current group executes the
following steps to obtain the new session key.
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1. Calculate Cj =H(si + r) with its seed key (ji , s i ). 

2. Decode the first message symbol m1 from the (n-1) 
message symbols m2, .... mn, together with its code 
word symbol Cji. 

3. Recover new session key k, k = m1. 

Fig. 4. Rekeying- Operation of members 

When authorised user receives the value of r and
m2, m3..... mn from the group controller GC , each of the 
authorised user of the group again calculates the Cj . then
again the code word is generated. Then an efficient
erasure decoding algorithm is used to recover the new
session key. This recovery process is done by each
authorised user of the group. After applying the erasure
decoding algorithm certain set of codes are formed from
which the new session key that is send by the group
controller is recovered.

In this recovery process that uses MDS codes
that is, the RS codes, are linear. The single codeword in
this is the linear combination of all the n original message
symbols. This decoding process is mainly used for solving
the linear equation with one unknown. This is equivalent to
an encoding operation with much lower computation than
a general erasure decoding operation for multiple
unknowns.

D.ANovel approach for Computation-Efficient Rekeying

In the earlier approach, the rekeying is done at every
member join or leave. The new group key is multicasted to
the group members each time by the group controller
through multicasting. Using this group key, the group
controller establishes a secure multicast channel with the
authorized group members. In this, the group controller
GC has to communicate with the group members each
time when member leaves the group. The complexity of
the rekeying operation changes because rekeying is done
at every member join or leave the group. This makes the
computational complexity very high. In our approach, the
computational complexity can be much more reduced.
The computational complexity can also be further reduced
by reducing the no of rekeying operations.

Consider a group of n members. Usually when a

member leaves the group rekeying operation should be
performed to compute the new group key. This increases 
the burden on the server to recompute the group key and
once again multicast to all the members of the group. As
the nature of the members in group communication is
dynamic, several rekeying has to happen. This is the major
drawback in the earlier approach and inorder to overcome
that we introduce a new novel approach which makes the
computation complexity much more efficient and makes
the rekeying cost more significant.

A set of dummy user are introduced by the server
inorder to protect the size of the group (which plays a
critical role in our approach). The dummy users introduced
by the server randomly join or leaves the group. Now at
any point of time the members in the group will be as
GrpSizeold= uj +dj – ( ul + dl), where uj and ul is user join
and user leave and d j and d l is dummy user join and
dummy user leave. Inorder to protect the group key
information even when a user leaves, we consider the
group size as the critical factor. It is understood that in
group communication member join and member leave is a
dynamic process. When a member leaves the group key
should be redistributed and so computation cost becomes
more tedious.

To calculate the new group key, the authenticated
group member executes the following steps:

1. Initially, the GC computes the group key GrpKey and
distributes to users by using the MDS Codes[10].

2. When uj no of user leaves the group, server
randomly introduces djnew and dlleave. The user uj
who left the group cannot predict the group size
changes that has made in the group after he leaves.

3. Now the group size will be GrpSizenew= GrpSizeold
+ uin + din – (uout + dout ) where uin is the no of
members joining the group, uout is the no of
members leaving the group, din is the no of dummy
users joining the group and dout is the no of dummy
users leaving the group.

4. The new group key is calculated as GrpKeynew =

GrpSizenew⊕ GrpKey.

5. Now a new value j is calculated such that j=
GrpSizenew mod 64.

6. The new group key GrpKeynew is updated by
undergoing a cyclic shift of GrpKeynew.

The steps 2,3,4,5,6 continues when the user leaves
the group. Thus a new group key is calculated by each
group members and rekeying is done This makes the
computation cost less and the rekeying is more significant.
But, in the earlier approach the computation cost is more
because the multicasting is done at every rekeying
process.
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For security reasons, the rekeying using MDS codes
has to be done in some interval. The frequency of rekeying
is much lesser than earlier case when rekeying is done for
every user leave. This subsequently reduces the rekeying
cost and significantly improves the security. Moreover the
group dynamic membership information such as group
size, no of user joining, no of user leaving is unknown to
any user.

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS

In this section, we examine performance of our
proposed algorithm. We outline the performance results in
Fig. 5. We have two aspects to evaluate:

Fig. 5. Performance of the proposed algorithm. 

1. Computational complexity: In the proposed system,
the computation cost for generating the MDS codes
for key distribution is greatly reduced because
rekeying is not done at every member leave. The
computational complexity for multicasting the MDS
Codes taken is cost for each computation operation
to the no of computation operation. Since the
rekeying is not done at every member leave, the
computation operations can be reduced.

2. Communication complexity: Communication
complexity is found in terms of rounds. One round is
the one-way transmission of messages. In the earlier
approach, each time when a member leaves from
the group rekeying process should be done and the
communication process becomes more high. In our 
approach, we set a value i, where i << n, for which the
rekeying should be done which frequently reduces
the communication cost.

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper a novel approach is used which makes
the computation cost much more efficient and the rekeying
cost is significantly reduced. The group key is multicasted
by the GC to the group members using the MDS Codes.
Frequent rekeying is avoided when the user leaves, where
clients recompute the new group key with minimal
computation. This also makes the computation complexity
greatly reduced. It also provides low and balanced

communication complexity and storage complexity for
dynamic group key distribution.
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